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ABSTRACT: In the present study, the structural response of breakwaters installed on container carriers against green 
water impact loads was numerically investigated on the basis of the fluid-structure interaction analysis. A series of 
numerical studies is carried out to induce breakwater collapse under such conditions, whereby a widely accepted fluid-
structure interaction analysis technique is adopted to realistically consider the phenomenon of green water impact 
loads. In addition, the structural behaviour of these breakwaters under green water impact loads is investigated 
simultaneously throughout the transient analysis. A verification study of the numerical results is performed using data 
from actual collapse incidents of breakwaters on container carriers. On the basis of the results of a series of numerical 
analyses, the pressure distribution of green water was accurately predicted with respect to wave mass and velocity. It is 
expected that the proposed analytical methodology and predicted pressure distribution could be used as a practical 
guideline for the design of breakwaters on container carriers. 

KEY WORDS: Fluid-structure interaction analysis; Arbitrary lagrangian-eulerian method; Collapse; Container carrier 
breakwater; Green water. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ship structures are routinely subjected to severe impact pressure caused by the sloshing and slamming of green water. A 
large number of catastrophic accidents attributed to such activity have been reported, including frequent occurrences of 
structural and commercial damage to deck structures and containers. Preventative measures include installation of a breakwater 
on the bow deck. Because its optimum structural design requires analysis of the characteristics of green water impact loads and 
nonlinear breakwater behaviour, these loads have been investigated extensively on the basis of experimental and numerical 
methods such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Hamoudi and Varyani, 1998; Nielsen and Mayer, 2004; Pham and 
Varyani, 2005; Ryu, Chang and Mercier, 2007; Varyani and Pham, 2008; Chen and Yu, 2009). Moreover, the structural 
behaviour with respect to green water impact loads has been studied on the basis of nonlinear structural mechanics, including 
finite element methods (FEM) (Varyani, Pham and Olsen, 2005; Pham and Varyani, 2006; Pham, 2008). These works incur-
porate a separated approach involving fluid or structural mechanics; very few studies analyse green water impact loads and 
structural behaviour with respect to breakwaters. 

Fluid mechanics allows all green water to be identified accurately; however, this method is problematic because application  
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of complex green water impact loads to the structural performance analysis of breakwaters on the basis of finite element 
analysis (FEA) is time and cost prohibitive. Previous research has tended to oversimplify the green water impact loads during 
structural performance analysis. As an example, most classifications adopt a simplified constant pressure for this type of loading 
on the basis of previous experiments. However, many uncertainties arise when positioning the green water impact loads due to 
fluid-structure interactions (FSIs), including cavities and vibrations. To investigate the structural behaviour induced by green 
water impact loads precisely, FSI effects must be evaluated simultaneously. 

Therefore, in this study, FSI analysis is adopted to consider the realistic phenomenon of green water impact loading. 
Moreover, the structural behaviour of the breakwater is evaluated to introduce an effective analysis technique that guarantees 
structural integrity of the breakwater when installed on a container carrier. On the basis of the results of a series of numerical 
analyses, the pressure distribution of green water was accurately predicted with respect to wave mass and velocity. It is 
expected that the proposed analytical methodology and predicted pressure distribution could be used as a practical guideline for 
the design of breakwaters on container carriers. 

GREEN WATER PHENOMENON 

Green water characteristics 

Green water is a highly complex, unpredictable fluid phenomenon that occurs approximately 1600 km offshore; Fig. 1 
shows one example under harsh sea conditions. Therefore, it is quite difficult to derive the governing equations or solutions. To 
overcome these difficulties, experimental and computational approaches have been attempted. However, realistic consideration 
of green water behaviour is impossible because the phenomenon varies considerably according to such environmental 
parameters as route conditions, the ship’s bow size, its motion, and its cavities. In addition, the time and expense required for 
such a study make it impractical. Although many state-of-the-art techniques have been introduced, accurate research on green 
water impact loads remains a difficult task. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Green water phenomenon under harsh sea conditions. 

Simplification of green water phenomenon 

In the present paper, the complex green water phenomenon relative to the structural integrity of breakwaters is simplified. It 
is possible to assume that green water can be applied to the breakwater as a critical impulsive load capable of causing 
catastrophic collapse. From this approach, green water can be classified by velocity and mass for FSI series analysis. 

Green water scenario for FSI series analysis 

A 6500TEU container carrier was used as the green water scenario for FSI series analysis. The specification of the 
breakwater on this vessel is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Specification of breakwater installed on 6500TEU container carrier. 

 
According to the aforementioned simplification, the green water in front of the breakwater was modelled as bricks as shown 

in Fig. 3. The brick green water that collides with the breakwater were considered to have the same breadth and height as the 
breakwater, as shown in Fig. 3, that is, wave mass M = bGW (breadth) × hGW (height) × tGW (thickness) × ρ. The breadth and 
height of the water volume were held at 12.790 m and 4.786 m, respectively. The thicknesses of the brick green water were set 
as 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 m, and the density of the sea water, ρ, was 1023 kg/m3. Hence, the masses were approximately 62, 94, 
125, and 156 tons, respectively, for the four thicknesses. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of brick green water applied to the breakwater on the container carrier. 

 
In addition, the net wave velocity of the brick green water was identified in the range of 2 to 14 m/s. It was postulated that 

the ship was operated in harsh sea conditions. The green water scenario is summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Green water scenario for FSI series analysis. 

Net Wave Velocity Wave Mass 

2-14 m/s at intervals of 1 m/s (13 cases) 62, 94, 125 and 156 ton (4 cases) 
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VALIDATION OF FSI ANALYSIS METHOD PRIOR TO BREAKWATER APPLICATION 
Validation of pressure history of green water impact loads using wet drop test 

In this study, the FSI analysis is validated by examining the pressure history by wet drop testing, which is generally per-
formed to estimate the pressure history occurring during fluid impact load application to structures. Nahm, et al. (2007) used 
such a procedure to investigate pressure history relative to steel plates. Fig. 4 shows the wet drop test facilities and the steel plate 
drop mass used in their study. The dimensions of the water tank and steel plate were 4000 × 347 × 700 mm3 and 560 × 280 × 10 
mm3, respectively. Points P1-P3 in the figure represent pressure gauge positions. 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4 (a) Photographs of wet drop facilities, (b) Steel plate drop mass, (c) Location of pressure gauge (Nahm, et al., 2007). 
 
MSC.Dytran, a well-known commercial FEA analysis code that provides FSI analysis by default, was used in this study. 

The structural and fluid analyses were performed using an FEM with a Lagrangian approximation and a finite volume method 
(FVM) with an Eulerian approximation, respectively. To represent the moving boundaries and heterogeneous interfaces 
between the structure and fluid, a hybrid technique combining the advantages of Eulerian and Lagrangian approximations was 
applied to create an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. 

ALE, a well-known FSI method, allows for the movement of Eulerian meshes. ALE coupling surfaces combine the 
structure and Eulerian region; the structure serves as a boundary condition for the Eulerian region at the interfaces. The Eulerian 
material exerts pressure loading on the structure at the interface. The Eulerian region moves according to an ALE motion 
prescription to follow that of the structure. The Eulerian material flows through its mesh and the mesh gird points are capable of 
arbitrary velocity. A central difference method is used to explicitly discretize the time variable, with an iterative process to 
determine the most accurate time step. 

Fig. 5 shows the ALE analysis methodology of the wet drop test. The water was considered to have a uniform flow with an 
initial flow velocity. The FE model consisted of a Lagrangian steel plate domain and Eulerian void-water domain. The coupling 
surface between the Lagrangian and Eulerian zones was defined on the basis of an ALE method. The Eulerian equations for void 
and water were considered to follow the gamma law and polynomial equations, respectively (MSC.Software Corporation, 2010). 

 

 
Fig. 5 FE model of wet drop test. 
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In order to consider the air bubble, the gamma law equation of state (EOSGAM) model was adopted. The EOSGAM model 
defines a gamma law equation of gaseous states when the pressure is a function of density, specific internal energy, and the ratio 
of the specific heat of an ideal gas (MSC.Software Corporation, 2010): 

( -1)=p eγ ρ  (1) 

where p is the pressure, γ is the specific heat ratio, ρ is the overall material density, and e is the specific internal energy per unit 
mass. In this study, ρ = 1.29 kg/m3, and γ = 1.4. 

In addition, to calculate the water pressure, the polynomial equation of state (EOSPOL) was introduced. The EOSPOL 
model defines a polynomial equation of state when the pressure is related to the relative volume and specific internal energy as 
a cubic equation (MSC.Software Corporation, 2010): 

2 3 2 3
1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0( )= + + + + + +p a a a b b b b eμ μ μ μ μ μ ρ  (2) 

-1=μ η  (3) 

0
=

ρη
ρ

 (4) 

where p is the pressure, ρ is the overall material density, ρ0 is the reference density, and e is the specific internal energy per unit 
mass. In this study, a1 = 2.2E9 Pa (bulk modulus), a2 = a3 = 0, b1 = b2 = b3 = 0, and ρ0 = 1023 kg/m3. 

There are many equations of state (EOS) for calculating the pressure of a gas or a liquid, such as the gamma law EOS, the 
ignition and growth explosive material model, Jones-Wilkins-Lee EOS, Mie-Gruneisen EOS, polynomial EOS, and Tait EOS 
(MSC.Software Corporation, 2010). However, in the case of the ALE coupling problem, the gamma law EOS and polynomial 
EOS models are commonly used for simplicity. For example, the EOSGAM and EOSPOL models have been applied to ALE cou- 
pling analysis in references 12-14 (Horst, Krzysztol and Stanislaw, 2008; Tang, Wang and Ma, 2011; Tang, Wang and Ma, 2012). 

During the wet drop test, the air-cushioning effects of cavities must be considered, therefore the present FSI analysis con-
siders this effect to predict accurate fluid impact loads. The cavities are implemented in two Eulerian domain gaps between the 
steel plate and the water. Fig. 6 shows experimental (Nahm, et al., 2007) and FSI results of the wet drop test; the FSI analysis 
includes air cavities. FSI analysis results such as peak position of pressure and pressure duration coincide well with the experi-
mental results. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to apply the proposed method to breakwater design. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of pressure histories from experiments (Nahm, et al., 2007) and FSI analysis of wet drop tests. 
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Validation of pressure distribution of green water impact loads using breakwater 

The proposed FSI analysis method was also validated in this study by examining breakwater pressure distribution. Numerous 
classification societies and shipbuilding companies have recognized pressure distribution induced by green water impact loads 
as a right-angled triangle. However, experiments have confirmed that pressure distribution is quadrilateral, and the peak 
pressure location differs significantly from that observed in previous studies. 

Fig. 7 shows the representative pressure distribution of green water with respect to net wave velocity and mass; the pressure 
distribution is transformed from a right-angled triangle to a quadrilateral as the net wave velocity increases, as shown in Fig. 8. 
Although few experimental results exist for 6500TEU pressure distribution, the tendencies of the pressure distribution shape 
have been confirmed as realistic. Therefore, it is also reasonable to apply the proposed method to breakwater analysis. 

 

  
2 m/s*, 62 ton**. 2 m/s, 156 ton. 

  

  
8 m/s, 62 ton. 8 m/s, 156 ton. 

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution of green water on front flat-plate region of breakwater  
(*net wave velocity, **wave mass). 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of right-angled and quadrilateral pressure distributions  

(hBW: height of breakwater; hGW: height of green water). 
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APPLICATION OF FSI SERIES ANALYSIS OF GREEN WATER TO BREAKWATER 

Numerical setup of FSI series analysis 

Fig. 9 shows the global and local FE models of the 6500TEU container carrier. The element numbers of each FE model 
were 5308 and 1941, respectively. The FE model used symmetric arguments and represented half of the target vessel. 

 

 
Fig. 9 FE model of the 6500TEU container carrier breakwater, global model (left) and local model (right). 

 
In the present study, the number of elements was limited to approximately 2000 to reduce costs and time; approximately 

one hour was required for FSI analysis using 2.0GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. If the number of elements were doubled with 
respect to each direction (x, y and z axes), the time would increase to eight hours or more. This is because the fine grid may 
require a reduction in the time step size owing to not only the reduced mesh sizes but also the increased perturbation in the fluid 
motion. Table 2 shows the ratio of one element length with respect to the entire length of each direction. One element size is 
approximately 3-15% of the whole length. Hence, the proposed number of elements might be considered to be reasonable. 

 
Table 2 Element ratio of FE local model. 

Direction Whole length (mm) One element length (mm) Ratio 

X 12790 420 0.0328 

Y 4786 200~400 0.0418~0.0836 

Z 1323 205 0.1550 

 
The breakwater was composed of two types of material. The front flat-plate region was mild steel, and the back stiffener 

and support pillar region were high-tensile steel. 

FSI series analysis results of various wave velocities and masses 

Fig. 10 shows the simulation results of FSI analysis at each time step for a wave with a net velocity of 15 m/s and a mass of 
62 tons. Figs. 11 and 12 show pressure distributions of the green water and reaction forces of the breakwater. From these figures, 
the following key points can be concluded. 

 
• The location of maximum pressure distribution was transferred from below the breakwater at low net wave velocities (less 

than 4 m/s) to the middle of the breakwater at medium net wave velocities (4-8 m/s). 
• The pressure distribution was focused on the centre of the breakwater when high-velocity waves, greater than 8 m/s, were 

considered. 
• The location of the maximum von Mises effective stress shifted from the front flat-plate region when the waves were at 

low velocity to the back stiffener and support pillar region at medium velocities. 
• When a high-velocity wave was simulated, the support pillar region collapsed. 
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0 sec. 0.33 sec. 

  
0.66 sec. 0.99 sec. 

Fig. 10 Simulation results of FSI analysis at each time step for a wave with a velocity of 15 m/s and mass of 62 tons. 

 

  
2 m/s, 62 ton. 2 m/s, 156 ton. 

  
6 m/s, 62 ton. 6 m/s, 156 ton. 

  
10 m/s, 62 ton. 10 m/s, 156 ton. 

Fig. 11 Pressure distributions of green water on the front flat-plate region of the breakwater. 
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2 m/s*, 62 ton**. 2 m/s, 156 ton. 

  
6 m/s, 62 ton. 6 m/s, 156 ton. 

  
10 m/s, 62 ton. 10 m/s, 156 ton. 

Fig. 12 von Mises effective stress distributions on back stiffener and  
support pillar region of the breakwater. 

 
The relationships among the maximum pressure, von Mises effective stress, and net wave velocity are shown in Figs. 13 

and 14. The following conclusions are drawn from these figures. 
 
• In low-velocity waves, gravity is much stronger than the inertial force of the green water. Hence, the green water passes 

through the bow deck, and the maximum pressure is low. 
• In low-velocity waves, the maximum von Mises effective stress occurs below the breakwater. This external force is used 

to increase the reaction force, and the maximum strain is relatively small. The effect of the wave mass is negligible. 
• In medium-velocity waves, the pressure is no longer directly proportional to the net wave velocity. Moreover, the pressure 

and von Mises effective stress are mostly dependent on wave mass. 
• In high-velocity waves, the inertial force of the green water is much stronger than gravity. Hence, the green water collides 

directly with the breakwater, and the maximum pressure increases as the net wave velocity increases. 
• In high-velocity waves, the maximum von Mises effective stress occurs at the centre of the breakwater. This external 

force increases the displacement, and the maximum strain is relatively large. The effect of wave mass is negligible. 
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 Fig. 13 Relationship between net wave velocity        Fig. 14 Relationship between net wave velocity and  
            and pressure of green water.                   von Mises effective stress of the breakwater. 

PREDICTION OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF BREAKWATER 
Prediction of accurate dynamic ultimate strength of breakwater 

To guarantee structural integrity of the breakwater under harsh ocean conditions, it is crucial to accurately determine its 
dynamic ultimate strength. However, this task presents challenges because the breakwater is a complex structure undergoing 
complex green water impact loads. 

Various studies have identified ultimate strength under dynamic impact loads in simple structures such as a cylindrical shell 
or a square tube (Karagiozova and Jones, 2000; Karagiozova and Jones, 2004). However, solving the governing equations and 
determining the dynamic ultimate strength of complex structures appears to be impossible. Therefore, in this paper, the dynamic 
ultimate strength was determined through examination of the structural behaviour of the breakwater on the basis of maximum 
pressure and von Mises effective stress. 

In Figs. 13 and 14, the von Mises effective stress rapidly increases from 2-8 m/s under green water impact loads; this 
indicates that the breakwater can support the green water impact loads up to a wave velocity of 8 m/s. However, after 8 m/s, the 
slope of the von Mises effective stress curve gradually decreases, although the maximum green water pressure continues to 
increase. These results imply that structural collapse can occur after 8 m/s. Hence, the vessel’s breakwater dynamic buckling 
strength can be considered to range between 381 and 397 MPa. 

Fig. 15 shows an example of overall collapse of a breakwater on a 6500TEU container carrier as a result of green water 
impact loads. As shown in this figure, the overall collapse occurred throughout the breakwater, mainly as a result of local 
dynamic buckling at the support pillar region. 

 

  
Fig. 15 Overall collapse of 6500TEU container carrier breakwater. 
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This phenomenon was accurately simulated using the proposed FSI analysis technique, as shown in Fig. 16. Although a 
specific collapse phenomenon such as complex buckling of the pillar region could not be simulated because of the mesh size, 
the overall collapse phase was reasonably well simulated. 

The wave velocity and the wave mass were established to be 15 m/s and 125 tons, respectively. As shown in this figure, it is 
practical to propose the FSI analysis method as an evaluation tool to examine the structural integrity of any container carrier 
breakwater design. 

 

 
Fig. 16 Simulation of overall collapse of breakwater using FSI analysis. 

Prediction of accurate pressure distribution of green water 

To guarantee the structural integrity of the breakwater under rough marine conditions, it is also important to determine the 
accurate pressure distribution of green water collisions. On the basis of the FSI series analysis results, the pressure distribution 
of green water can be accurately calculated. For example, Fig. 17 shows the pressure distribution of green water for each wave 
velocity with a wave mass of 94 tons. Table 3 shows the exact pressure value of the green water under such conditions. In the 
case of the studied vessel, the bold line in Fig. 18 must be introduced as a pressure distribution when a 94-ton wave mass is 
applied to the breakwater. 

 

 
Fig. 17 Pressure distribution of green water for a 94-ton wave. 
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Table 3 Green water pressures. 

Pressure Location Pressure 

0.393 m 0.416 MPa 

2.162 m 0.608 MPa 

4.716 m 0.040 MPa 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, a series of numerical studies of breakwaters subjected to green water, which resulted in post-buckling and 
collapse, was performed using FSI analysis. A prediction method for the structural responses of breakwaters was introduced, 
with various pressures and von Mises effective stresses. The conclusions of this study can be summarized by the following 
points. 

 
• An identification method for green water and breakwater interactions was efficiently established using an FSI analysis 

method; the method was validated by pressure history and distribution. 
• The behaviours of the fluid and structure, i.e. green water and breakwater, were identified on the basis of wave velocity 

and mass. Three behaviours were studied; these included low-velocity (less than 4 m/s), medium-velocity (4-8 m/s), and 
high-velocity (more than 8 m/s) waves. 
• On the basis of parametric studies of green water impact loads, the optimum dynamic ultimate strength of the breakwater 

and the pressure distribution of the green water were introduced. 
• The proposed FSI analysis and predicted pressure distribution could be a practical guideline for the construction of safe 

container carrier breakwaters. 
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